Fresno City College
Intersegmental General Education Transfer Curriculum (IGETC) to CSU and UC 2016-2017

Disclaimers: Every effort has been made to ensure the material in this publication is accurate. However, this information is used as an advising tool and should be checked against the official information found in the ASSIST website by visiting www.assist.org.

The IGETC is not an admission requirement for the CSU or UC nor does completion of the IGETC guarantee admission to the campus or program of choice. Please see a counselor to make sure that the IGETC is appropriate for your use.

Area 1 – English Composition

CSU: 3 courses required, one each from Group A, B, and C listed below (9 semester units minimum or 12-15 quarter units)
UC: 2 courses required, one each from Group A and B listed below (6 semester units minimum or 8-10 quarter units)

Group A – English Composition (3 semester units minimum): ENGL 1A/1AH

Group B – Critical Thinking – English Composition (3 semester units minimum): ENGL 3/3H, PHIL 2

Group C – Oral Communication (CSU Requirement Only) (3 semester units minimum): COMM 1, 4*, 8, 25*

Area 2 – Mathematical Concepts and Quantitative Reasoning

1 course required (3 semester units minimum or 4-5 quarter units)

CSCI 26; DS 21*, 23; MATH 4B, 5A, 5B, 6, 10A*, 10B*, 11*, 21, 26, MATH/PSY 42*

Area 3 – Arts and Humanities

At least 3 courses, with at least one from Group A: Arts and one from Group B: Humanities (9 semester units minimum or 12-15 quarter units)

A. ARTS: AFRAM 3, 13, 15; AMIND 35; ARC 15A, 15B; ART 2, 5/6H, 6/6H, 55, 60; CLS 20, 22; DANCE 30; FILM 6; MUS 3*, 12, 13, 16, 17; TA 30, 31, 32

B. HUMANITIES: AFRAM/ENGL 17; ARMEN 2*, 3*; ASAMER 8; ASL 2*, 3*, 4*, 7, 8; CHIN 2*; CLS 21; ENGL 1B, 12, 14, 44A, 44B, 45, 46A, 46B, 47, 48A, 48B; ENGL/HUMAN 42; ENGL/WSTS 36; FILM 1, 2A, 2B, 3; FRENCH 2*, 3*, 4*; GERMAN 2, 3*, HIST 1/1H, 2/2H; Hmong 2*; HUMAN 10/10H, 11/11H, JAPAN 2*; LAST 10; LING 10; PHIL 1A/1AH, 1B, 1C, 1D, 5; PORT 2*, 3*, 4*; SPAN 2*, 3* or 3NS*, 4* or 4NS*, 5, 6, 7*, 17

Area 5 – Physical and Biological Sciences

At least 2 courses, one from Group A: Physical Science and one from Group B: Biological Science; at least one must include a laboratory, indicated by (L) (7-9 semester units minimum or 9-12 quarter units)

A. PHYSICAL SCIENCES: ASTRO 10(L); CHEM 1A(L), 1B(L), 3A*(L), 8A, 28A, 28B; GEOG 1*, 7*(L), 8(L); GEOL 1/1H(L), 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12 (Formerly PHYSC 7); PHYS 11*(L); PHYS 2A*(L), 2B*(L), 4A*(L), 4B*(L), 4C*(L)

B. BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES: ANTHRO 1; BIOL 3/3H*(L), 4(L), 5(L), 6(L), 11A/11AH(L), 11B(L), 20(L), 21A(L), 21B(L), 22(L), 31(L)

Area 6 – Language Other Than English - UC Requirement only

Students transferring to the UC are required to demonstrate competencies (proficiency) in a language other than English equivalent to 2 years of high school study by meeting one of the following below:

1. Completion of one course (4-5 semester units) at a college level, that is considered equivalent to 2 years of high school language, with a grade of “C” or better; OR
2. Completion of two years of high school course work (U.S High School or high school in country where language of instruction is English) in one language other than English with a grade of “C”- or better (official transcript required); OR
3. Completion of two years of formal schooling at the sixth grade level or higher in an institution where the language of instruction is not English (documentation required); OR
4. Satisfactory score on the College Board Subject Test (formerly SAT II) in a language other than English (see a counselor for required scores); OR
5. Score of 3 or better on the College Board Advanced Placement Examination in a language other than English; OR
6. Score of 5 or better on the International Baccalaureate Higher Level Examination in a language other than English; OR
7. Satisfactory completion of a proficiency test administered by a community college or university in a language other than English (Documentation required). Proficiency met by completing one of the following:

ARMIN 1, ASL 1, CHIN 1, FRENCH 1, GERMAN 1, Hmong 1, JAPAN 1, PORT 1, SPAN 1 or higher

(Note: Courses above proficiency level may be used to meet this requirement and may also be used to clear if listed in another IGETC area)

Completed in high school or at institution where language of instruction is not English

Competency: Test name: ___________________________ Score: ______ Date: ______

Proficiency Exam/Institution: ___________________________ Score: ______ Date: ______

Us History, Constitution & American Ideals - CSU Requirement only)

6 units, one course each from Group 1 and 2

NOTE: This requirement is NOT part of IGETC, but it may be completed prior to transfer. At the CSU campus discretion, courses used to meet this requirement might double count for certain areas—see a counselor.

Group 1: HIST 11 or 12
Group 2: POLSCI 1/2H
IGETC ADVISING NOTES:
1. Full or Partial IGETC certification of coursework is certified by the last California community college attended for a regular (fall or spring) semester prior to transfer. Students should request certification at the time when final transcripts are sent to the transfer institution. Partial certification is defined as completing all but two (2) courses on the IGETC pattern. Warning: Students need Area 1 and Area 2 completed to meet minimum transfer admission requirements.
2. * = Transfer credit is limited by either UC or CSU or both. Please consult with a counselor.
   * = Courses listed in multiple areas shall not be certified in more than one area except for courses in Languages Other Than English, which can be certified in both areas 3B and 6.
3. Advanced Placement credit - exam scores of 3, 4, or 5 can be used to meet IGETC subject areas and English Composition, but not Critical Thinking. Contact individual UC campus for application of advanced placement credit toward major requirements.
4. General Education courses removed from IGETC effective Spring 2016: ARMEN 3; CHIN 3, 4, 5; FRENCH 4; GERMAN 3; LAST 10; MUS 14; PORT 3, 4

GENERAL IGETC INFORMATION
a. The IGETC is a general education program that California Community College students can use to fulfill lower division (freshman-sophomore) general education requirements for any CSU or UC campus and many California private colleges/universities.
b. Many students attend multiple California Community College campuses. If that’s you, be sure to follow the IGETC at each college of attendance. IGETC policy states that IGETC coursework completed in a specific subject area will be used in the area designated by the California Community College at which the course was completed. This is also the policy if you complete courses at more than one of the SCCCD campuses. You must follow the IGETC of each campus you attend.
c. For IGETC to be certified, all courses must be completed with a “C” or better.
d. A grade of “CR” (credit) or “P” (pass) may be used if the grading policy of the community college states that “CR” or “P” is equivalent to a grade of “C” or better. The UC will allow no more than 14 semester units taken CR/P toward UC eligibility or IGETC. The CSU campuses vary on the number of units they allow. Please check each college’s catalog or see a counselor for more information.
e. Courses may be used only once to satisfy one subject area even if they are listed in more than one subject area.

CAMPUS SPECIFIC IGETC INFORMATION
The following list specifies the various majors, by campuses that have substantial lower division prerequisites. The most up-to-date information regarding the acceptance of IGETC at specific colleges in each UC is available online at http://admission.universityofcalifornia.edu/.

1) UC BERKELEY: College of Letters and Science: Either IGETC or the college's requirements (Reading and Composition, Quantitative Reasoning, and Language Other than English) are acceptable. College of Engineering and Chemistry: In general, IGETC is not appropriate. College of Natural Resources: IGETC is acceptable; however specific lower division major requirements must still be satisfied. College of Environmental Design: IGETC is acceptable with full certification to fulfill CED’s breadth requirements. Partial certification will not complete the requirements. Haas School of Business: IGETC is not accepted.

2) UC DAVIS: All undergraduate colleges accept IGETC. However, Bachelor of Science degrees and high-unit majors often have many courses for lower-division preparation; in these cases, IGETC is not recommended and the UC Davis general education pattern is the better choice.

3) UC IRVINE: All schools accept IGETC. However, selection by the campus is based on demonstrated academic achievement and preparation for the intended major.

4) UC LOS ANGELES: IGETC is acceptable in all schools except The Henry Samueli School of Engineering and Applied Science: IGETC is not accepted.

5) UC MERCED: School of Engineering: IGETC is strongly discouraged but accepted as students are encouraged to focus on lower-division major preparation prior to transfer. School of Natural Sciences: IGETC is not recommended but accepted as students are encouraged to focus on lower-division major preparation prior to transfer. School of Social Sciences, Humanities, and Arts: IGETC is recommended and students are encouraged to complete as much lower-division major preparation as possible prior to transfer.

6) UC RIVERSIDE: College of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences: IGETC is recommended. College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences: IGETC is not accepted. The Marlan and Rosemary Bourns College of Engineering: IGETC is acceptable; some additional coursework may be required after enrollment. School of Business Administration (SOBA): IGETC is required.

7) UC SAN DIEGO: John Muir, Earl Warren, Thurgood Marshall and Sixth Colleges: IGETC is acceptable. Eleanor Roosevelt and Revelle Colleges: IGETC is acceptable; however some additional coursework may be required after enrollment.

8) UC SANTA BARBARA: College of Letters and Science: IGETC is acceptable. College of Creative Studies: IGETC is acceptable, College of Engineering: Students are encouraged to focus on major preparation rather than general education, but may use IGETC to substitute for most general education requirements. However, some additional coursework may be required after enrollment to complete the depth requirement if not satisfied during IGETC certification.

9) UC SANTA CRUZ: For majors in the physical and biological sciences or the Jack Baskin School of Engineering: IGETC is not recommended. Students should ensure completion of lower-division courses for their intended major, as indicated in the UCSC Catalog and on ASSIST.org.

OTHER UC INFORMATION
The UC TAP tool is designed for use by students transferring from California community colleges, including those students who are seeking a Transfer Admission Guarantee (TAG) with one of the six participating UC campuses. Students can use the Transfer Admission Planner to enter their coursework (completed and planned) from the very beginning of their college careers, or at any point when they decide to transfer to a UC campus. To access TAP visit: https://uctap.universityofcalifornia.edu/students/index.cfm

Six UC campuses offer the Transfer Admission Guarantee (TAG) program for California community college students who meet specific requirements. By participating in TAG, students will receive early review of your academic records, early admission notification and specific guidance about major preparation and education coursework. Keep in mind: TAG applications are due Sept. 30, but you can only apply for a TAG at one campus. To keep your options open, apply to other UC campuses during the regular application cycle (Nov. 1-30). To access TAG visit: https://uctap.universityofcalifornia.edu/students/index.cfm
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